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EXT. HOUSE - DAY
Christmas. Snow falls in front of a quiet, ordinary
suburban home.
INT. HOUSE - DAY
An entire family is gathered around the Christmas tree
opening presents: MOM, DAD, GRANDMA, GRANDPA, twentyyear-old DAUGHTER, and two pre-teen CHILDREN.
Mom is opening up a present.
and...

She dips into the box

MOM
It’s a sweater!
Awwwwwwww.

EVERYONE ELSE

Mom proudly puts it up against her chest to show everyone
what it would look like.
DAUGHTER
Me next, mom! Me next! You’re gonna love
it.
The daughter hands her mom a nicely wrapped box.
MOM
Now what could it be?
Mom joyfully unwraps the gift, which turns out to be a
VIBRATOR!
DAUGHTER
Ta Da! It’s the Super Clit Pleaser 2000!
The ultimate in vaginal satisfaction.
The mom’s face is frozen in shock, but the daughter
doesn’t notice and continues excitedly.

2.

DAUGHTER (CONT’D)
This is the newest model, complete with a
penetrating design lets you go deep, so
deep you’ll be hitting your G-spot’s Gspot!
Grandpa and Grandma’s eyes widen at that remark, but
still the daughter continues.
DAUGHTER (CONT’D)
And it even has three speeds to vary the
fun: “Fast,” “Faster,” and “Please God
Don’t Stop!”
The father and small children are stunned.
DAUGHTER (CONT’D)
It’s perfect for those days when dad
isn’t exactly swinging par, if you know
what I mean. So, what do you think?
MOM
I... I... I don’t know what to say.
DAUGHTER
Do you like it?
MOM
I’m so embarrassed...
The daughter, not sure how to read her mother’s
expression, is suddenly worried.
MOM (CONT’D)
(Finishing her sentence)
Cause I got you the exact same thing!
The mom pulls out another gift-wrapped vibrator, this one
for the daughter.
The whole family LAUGHS at the coincidence.
The mother and daughter hug.
MOM (CONT’D)
Merry Christmas, baby.
DAUGHTER
I love you, mom!
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EXT. HOUSE - DAY
Same exterior shot as before, with the snow falling in
front of their quaint suburban home, only this time the
logo of the Afterglow Vibrator Company is superimposed on
top of it.
VIBRATOR SPOKESMAN
Happy Holidays from the Afterglow
Vibrator Company.
(A Beat)
Bringing families together, one orgasm at
a time.
THE END

